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a b s t r a c t

Renewable energy sources (RES) based stand-alone systems employing either wind or solar power and

energy storage comprise a reliable energy alternative, on top of conventional diesel-electric generator

sets, commonly used by remote consumers. However, such systems usually imply the need for

oversizing and considerable energy storage requirements leading to relatively high costs. On the other

hand, hybrid configurations that may exploit both wind and solar potential of a given area may

considerably reduce energy storage capacity and improve the economic performance of the system. In

this context, an integrated techno-economic methodology for the evaluation of hybrid wind–

photovoltaic stand-alone power systems is currently developed, aiming at the designation of optimum

configurations for a typical remote consumer, using economic performance criteria. For the problem

investigation, the developed evaluation model is applied to four representative areas of the Greek

territory with different wind potential characteristics in order to obtain optimum configurations on the

basis of minimum initial investment, 10-year and 20-year total cost. According to the results obtained,

the proposed solution is favorably compared with all other stand-alone energy alternatives, reflecting

the ability of hybrid systems to adjust even in areas where the local RES potential is not necessarily of

high quality.

& 2011 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Renewable energy sources (RES) based stand-alone systems
contribute considerably – through the production of clean energy
– to both the protection of the environment and the elimination
of the dependence on oil imports. On the other hand, according to
arguments, such systems induce relatively high costs when
compared to the conventional diesel-oil based energy solution,
this largely prohibiting their broad diffusion. However, there are
several authors and studies (e.g. Kaldellis, 2002a, 2004, 2010;
Kaldellis et al., 2007; Shen, 2009) supporting the fact that either
wind power- or photovoltaic (PV)-based stand-alone systems, if
properly sized, may definitely compete with the conventional
solution of diesel-electric generator sets. On top of that, according
to many researchers (Diaf et al., 2007, 2008a; Notton et al., 2011),
combined exploitation of the available wind and solar potential of
a given area may significantly reduce the dimensions of a stand-
alone system (energy storage requirements included) and thus
further decrease the corresponding energy production cost.
Nevertheless, as Zhou et al. (2010) point out ‘‘continued research
ll rights reserved.

x: þ30 210 5381348.
and development effort in this area is still needed for improving the

systems’ performance’’.
In this context, in Europe and more specifically in Greece, there

are several isolated consumers (such as private farms, tiny
villages, shelters, lighthouses, telecommunication stations, etc.)
that cannot appreciate access to an electrical grid and have up to
now covered their urgent electrification needs based on the use of
small oil-fired electrical generators, this considered to be their
only energy option. In fact, estimated number of isolated con-
sumers in Greece alone corresponds to more than 50,000, while
the respective number for the entire EU approximates 500,000
(Kaldellis et al., 2004a). Taking into account that most of the
Greek regions possess – due to the geographical position of
Greece – an abundant and reliable solar energy supply all year
round (Katsoulis and Papachristopoulos, 1978), as well as that
their majority also appreciates remarkable wind potential (Lalas
et al., 1983), Fig. 1, the idea of creating a combined wind–PV
system with the existence of an appropriate energy storage device
(Kaldellis et al., 2009), already widely acknowledged (Arribas
et al., 2010; Diaf et al., 2008b; Nakata et al., 2005; Nandi and
Ghosh, 2010), is currently considered.

More specifically, to face the urgent electrification problems of
remote consumers, the present work is devoted on the techno-
economic study of an integrated RES based stand-alone installa-
tion, based on a micro wind converter, a small PV generator and
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Fig. 1. Wind–solar potential map of Greece.

Fig. 2. Configuration of the proposed wind–PV system.
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an energy storage device (battery), along with the corresponding
electronic equipment. Estimation of the optimum dimensions
of a typical stand-alone wind–PV system under the restriction
of minimum long term cost for several representative Greek
areas is the main target of the present analysis, while for
comparison purposes, optimum solutions designated are accord-
ingly compared with the respective presenting minimum first
installation cost.
2. Description of the proposed configuration

In an attempt to solve the electricity demand problem of several
remote consumers on the basis of the excellent but largely
unexploited wind and solar potential of the Greek region, the
following autonomous wind–PV configuration is currently pro-
posed; see also Fig. 2. In particular, the stand-alone wind–PV system
comprises of a small wind turbine and an array of PV modules
connected to a battery via a battery charge controller (and a rectifier
in the case of the wind turbine) or to a DC/AC inverter. The energy
storage system capacity (given the maturity of the technology a lead
acid battery is found to be the most appropriate choice (Kaldellis
et al., 2009; Perrin et al., 2005)) should be adequate to store the
energy production during high wind and sunlight hours for use at
calm spells, nights or adverse weather conditions, while, since most
applications are based on alternative current, a DC/AC inverter is –
as already mentioned – also required. Finally, use of a UPS device
may also be essential for the direct supply of the energy produced
by the wind turbine to the AC load consumption.

Recapitulating, the proposed wind–PV system is based on:
1.
 A micro wind converter of rated power ‘‘No’’ and a given power
curve Nw¼Nw

n (V) for standard day conditions. The output of
the turbine depends (Kaldellis et al., 2004b) on the wind speed
value ‘‘V’’ at hub height and on the air density ‘‘r’’ at the
installation area, depending on the ambient temperature and
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pressure as well as on the corresponding air humidity
(Kaldellis et al., 2004b), thus

NwðVÞ ¼
r

1:2215
Nn

wðVÞ ð1Þ
2.
 A PV system of ‘‘z’’ panels (‘‘Nþ ’’ maximum power of every
panel) properly connected (z1 in parallel and z2 in series) to
feed the charge controller with the voltage required. The peak
power of the PV array ‘‘NPV’’ is given as

NPV ¼ zNþ ð2Þ

and

z¼ z1z2 ð3Þ
3.
 An AC/DC rectifier, necessary for the operation of the hybrid
system under investigation. The rectifier nominal power is
equal to the wind turbine rated power ‘‘No’’, since it is used to
convert the incoming three-phase AC voltage ‘‘UAC’’ excess
power from the wind turbine to a nominal ‘‘UDC’’ DC current
accepted by the system batteries.
4.
 A DC/DC charge controller (Ross et al., 2000) of ‘‘Nc’’ rated
power, able to satisfy both the wind turbine and the PV array,
with charge rate ‘‘Rch’’ and charging voltage ‘‘UCC’’.
5.
 A lead acid battery storage system (Hua et al., 2006) with total
capacity of ‘‘Qmax’’, operation voltage ‘‘Ub’’, round-trip effi-
ciency ‘‘Zbat’’ and maximum depth of discharge ‘‘DODL’’, thus

Qmin ¼ ð1�DODLÞQmax ð4Þ
6.
 A DC/AC inverter (Durisch et al., 1998) of maximum power
‘‘Np’’ able to meet the consumption peak load demand and
being normally increased by an appropriate safety factor to
encounter future increase of the peak demand (e.g. extra
power of 30%).
7.
 A UPS device, being also able the meet the consumption peak
load demand ‘‘Np’’ (efficiency ‘‘ZUPS’’) and being also oversized
by an analogous safety factor.
8.
 The non-active part of the installation, including supporting
structures, power conditioning devices and wiring.

Accordingly, during the long-lasting service period of the
installation (twenty to thirty years is assumed to be a realistic
value), the following operational modes may appear:
A.
 The wind turbine production via the UPS device is higher than
the load demand, i.e.:

NwðtÞgNDðtÞ=ZUPS ð5Þ

thus the energy surplus ‘‘DN(t)’’ expressed as

DNðtÞ ¼ Zcc Zr NwðtÞ�
NDðtÞ

ZUPS

� �
þNPV

� �
ð6Þ

is stored via the AC/DC rectifier (efficiency ‘‘Zr’’) and the charge
controller (efficiency ‘‘Zcc’’) at the battery bank. If the battery is
full (Q¼Qmax), the residual energy ‘‘Eres’’ is forwarded to low
priority loads.
B.
 The wind turbine output is less than the load demand, while
the sum of the PV generator and wind converter energy yield is
greater than the corresponding load demand value, i.e.

NwðtÞrNDðtÞ ð7Þ

but

ZUPSNwðtÞþZINV NpvðtÞZNDðtÞ ð8Þ

In that case the remaining load demand is covered by the PV
station via the DC/AC inverter (efficiency ‘‘ZINV’’). Any power
surplus ‘‘DN0(t)’’ from the PV station (DC current) expressed as

DN0ðtÞ ¼ Zcc NpvðtÞ�
ðNDðtÞ�ZUPSNwðtÞÞ

ZINV

� �
ð9Þ

is stored via the charge controller (efficiency ‘‘Zcc’’) at the
battery bank.
C.
 The power demand is greater than the power output of the
two renewable stations, i.e.

NDðtÞZZUPSNwðtÞþZINV NpvðtÞ ð10Þ

thus the power deficit ‘‘D00N(t)’’ expressed as

D00NðtÞ ¼NDðtÞ�ðZUPSNwðtÞþZINV NpvðtÞÞ ð11Þ

is covered by the existing levels of battery capacity ‘‘Qo’’ under
the assumption that

DODðtÞrDODL or QoZQmin ð12Þ

Note that in the last case (C), when the battery capacity is near
the bottom limit, an electricity demand management plan
should be applied; otherwise the load should be rejected.

Summarizing, the main parameters – defining the size and
subsequently the first installation and long-term cost of a similar
system – include the wind turbine rated power ‘‘No’’, the PV
module number ‘‘z’’ and their peak power ‘‘Nþ ’’, the batteries
maximum capacity ‘‘Qmax’’ selected to guarantee the system
energy autonomy for the desired time-period and finally the
power of the rest of the electronic equipment required, meaning
the inverter and the UPS (depending on the peak load demand) as
well as the charge controller and the rectifier (depending on the
rated power of the wind turbine and the PV array).
3. Problem inputs and sizing algorithm

As already mentioned, the main target of the current analysis
is to estimate the appropriate dimensions of a stand-alone wind–
PV system for remote consumers of the Greek territory under the
minimum cost constraint. In this context, the main inputs of the
problem are:
�
 Detailed wind speed ‘‘V’’ measurements at hub height for a
given time period (e.g. one year).

�
 Detailed solar radiation ‘‘G’’ measurements for a given time

period (e.g. one year), usually at horizontal plane.

�
 Ambient temperature ‘‘y’’ and pressure data for the entire

period analyzed.

�
 Operational characteristics of the wind turbine power curve

(at standard day conditions), i.e. Nw¼Nw
n (V) (see also Kaldellis,

2002b).

�
 Operational characteristics (current ‘‘I’’, voltage ‘‘U’’) of PV

modules selected, i.e. different solar radiation ‘‘G’’ curves
I¼ I(U,G) and ‘‘Nþ ’’ (see also Kaldellis and Ninou, 2011).

�
 Operational characteristics of all the other electronic devices of

the installation, i.e. inverter efficiency, battery cell (Q–U;y)
curve, etc. (see also Kaldellis, 2002b).

�
 The electricity consumption profile of a typical remote con-

sumer, based on information provided by the Hellenic National
Statistical Agency (Kaldellis, 2002b), on an hourly basis (see
Fig. 3), being also dependent (Beyer et al., 1995; Muselli et al.,
1999) on the year period analyzed (winter, summer, other).

Using the above-described information, one may define the
numerical values of the wind turbine rated power ‘‘No’’, the PV
panels’ number ‘‘z’’ and the battery maximum size ‘‘Qmax’’. For this
purpose a computational algorithm ‘‘WT–PV-II’’ is developed,



Typical Weekly Electricity Demand Profile
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Fig. 3. Electricity demand profile of the typical remote consumer examined.
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in order to carry out the necessary parametrical analysis on an
hourly energy production-demand base. Thus, for each combina-
tion of ‘‘No’’, ‘‘z’’ and ‘‘Qmax’’ the ‘‘WT–PV-II’’ algorithm (Fig. 4) is
executed for a specific time period (e.g. one month, six-months,
one year, etc.) and for an hour-long time step, while emphasis is
laid on obtaining zero-load rejection operation. If this is not
achieved, the battery size is increased and the calculations are
repeated until the no-load rejection condition is fulfilled, i.e.

Qn
¼minfQmaxg ð13Þ

Then the number of PV panels is increased and the calculation
is performed from the very beginning. After the integration of the
analysis, a (z–Qn) curve is predicted for a given wind turbine rated
power ‘‘No’’, under the no-load rejection restriction. Finally, the
wind turbine rated power is also increased, repeating the com-
plete analysis. To get a clear-cut picture, keep in mind that for
every combination of (No, z, Qn) the stand-alone wind–PV system
is energy autonomous for the period investigated. Finally, the
optimum configuration may be selected from the (No, z, Qn) no-
load rejection distributions, provided that an optimization criter-
ion is applied.
4. Evaluation of the economic performance of a stand-alone
wind–PV system

4.1. First installation cost estimation

As it is already acknowledged in previous works (Kaldellis,
2002c; Kaldellis et al., 2005, 2011), the initial investment cost
‘‘ICo’’ includes the market (ex-works) price of the installation
components (i.e. wind turbine, ICWT; PV panels, ICPV; battery, ICbat

and electronic devices ICelec, including the inverter, UPS, rectifier
and charge controller cost) and the corresponding balance of the
plant cost, expressed as a fraction ‘‘f’’ of the wind turbine and the
solar panels market price. Thus one may write

ICo ¼ ICWTþ ICPVþ ICbatþ ICelecþ f ðICWTþ ICPV Þ ð14Þ

Using the local market analysis data of previous works
(Kaldellis, 2004; Kaldellis et al., 2006a) the following expressions
may be found valid for the terms of Eq. (14):

ICWT ¼
a

bþNx
o

þc

� �
No ð15Þ

ICPV ¼ zzPrNþ ð16Þ

ICbat ¼ xQ1�o
max ð17Þ
ICelec ¼ lN1�t
p þBðNcþNoÞ ð18Þ

where ‘‘z’’ is a function of ‘‘z’’ (i.e. z¼z(z)), expressing the scale
economies for increased number of PV panels utilized, i.e.

z¼ 1�0:1log10ðzÞ ð19Þ

and ‘‘Pr’’ is the specific buy-cost of a PV panel (generally
Pr¼Pr(Nþ)) expressed (Raugei and Frankl, 2009) in h/kWp, while
the numerical values of all the numerical constants of Eqs.
(15)–(18) are given in Table 1.
4.2. Maintenance and operation cost

During long-term operation, the maintenance and operation
(M&O) cost can be split (Kaldellis, 2002c; Kaldellis et al., 2005,
2011), into the fixed ‘‘FCn’’ and the variable ‘‘VCn’’ maintenance
cost. Generally speaking, the annual fixed M&O cost can be
expressed (Kaldellis, 2002c) as a fraction ‘‘m’’ of the initial capital
invested, including also an annual inflation rate equal to ‘‘gm’’
describing the annual changes of labor cost and the corresponding
spare parts. Taking into consideration the very low M&O cost of
the PV generator one may use two different coefficients, i.e. one
for the PV generator ‘‘m1’’ and another ‘‘m2’’ for the rest of the
installation. Thus one gets that

FCn ¼mICo
1þgm

1þ i
þ

1þgm

1þ i

� �2

þ � � � þ
1þgm

1þ i

� �n�1

þ
1þgm

1þ i

� �n
" #

ð20Þ

where

m¼m1
ICPV

ICo
þm2 1�

ICPV

ICo

� �
ð21Þ

and ‘‘i’’ is the return on investment index. Keep in mind that for
wind power stand-alone systems the ‘‘m2’’ coefficient varies
between 1.5% and 3%, while for small PV installations the
corresponding value of ‘‘m1’’ ranges between 0.5% and 1.5%.

The variable maintenance and operation cost ‘‘VCn’’ mainly
depends (Kaldellis, 2002c) on the replacement of ‘‘ko’’ major parts
of the installation, which have a shorter lifetime ‘‘nk’’ than the
complete installation. Using the symbol ‘‘rk’’ for the replacement
cost coefficient of each one of the ‘‘ko’’ major parts (battery, rotor
blades, etc.) the ‘‘VCn’’ term can be expressed as

VCn ¼ ICo

Xk ¼ ko

k ¼ 1

rk

Xl ¼ lk

l ¼ 1

ð1þgkÞð1�rkÞ
� �lnk ð1þ iÞðn�lnkÞ

( )
ð22Þ



Fig. 4. The WT–PV-II numerical algorithm.
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where ‘‘lk’’ is the integer part of the following equation, i.e.:

lk ¼
n�1

nk

� �
ð23Þ

while ‘‘gk’’ and ‘‘rk’’ describe the mean annual change of the price
and the corresponding level of technological improvements for
the kth major component of the system. In the present analysis
one may take into account the battery bank replacement cost
every ‘‘nb’’ years (e.g. nbE5–7 years) as well as the corresponding
replacement cost of the installation electronics (UPS, inverter,
rectifier and charger) every ‘‘ne’’ years (e.g. neE10 years). Apply-
ing Eq. (22) one finally gets

VCn ¼ ICoC ð24Þ

with

C¼ 0 for nrnb

C¼ rb
1þgb

1þ i
ð1�rbÞ

� �nb

for nbþ1rnrne
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C¼ rb
1þgb

1þ i
ð1�rbÞ

� �nb

þre
1þge

1þ i
ð1�reÞ

� �ne

for neþ1rnr2nb

C¼ rb
1þgb

1þ i
ð1�rbÞ

� �nb

þrb
1þgb

1þ i
ð1�rbÞ

� �2nb

þre
1þge

1þ i
ð1�reÞ

� �ne

for 2nbþ1rnr2ne ð25Þ

where ‘‘rb ICo’’ and ‘‘re ICo’’ is the battery and electronics replace-
ment cost in present values, while ‘‘gb’’/‘‘ge’’ and ‘‘rb’’/‘‘re’’
describe the battery/electronics purchase cost mean annual
inflation rate and the corresponding mean annual technological
improvement factor respectively.
4.3. Long-term total installation cost

Using the above analysis one may estimate the corresponding
long-term total installation cost by adding the first installation
cost with the present value of the fixed and the variable M&O
cost. In this context the total cost of the installation after n-years
of operation is given as

Cn ¼ ð1�gÞICoþFCnþVCn ð26Þ

where ‘‘g’’ is the subsidy percentage (e.g. 30–55%) provided by the
Greek State (Kaldellis, 2002c). Substituting Eqs. (20) and (24) into
Eq. (26) one finally gets

Cn ¼ ICo ð1�gÞþmx
xn�1

x�1
þC

� �
ð27Þ
Table 1
Numerical values of constants in Eqs. (15)–(18).

Numerical constant Assigned value

a 8.7�105 h/kW

b 621

x 2.05

c 700 h/kW

Pr 4000 h/kW

x 5.04 h/Ah

o 0.078

l 483 h/kW

t 0.083

B 380 h/kW
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Fig. 5. Annual wind speed time series
where

x¼
1þgm

1þ i
ð28Þ

Considering the above, for the prediction of the wind–PV
system total cost on a 10-year time period Eq. (27) reads

C10 ¼ ICo ð1�gÞþmx
x10�1

x�1
þrbx7

� �
ð29Þ

accepting that gbEgeEgm and neglecting at the moment the ‘‘rb’’
and ‘‘re’’ impact. More precisely, for the first ten years of
operation, the total cost takes into account the first installation
cost (considering also State subsidy) along with the respective
fixed M&O cost for this first decade of operation, while on top of
that, replacement cost of the battery bank after seven years of
operation should also be considered as the variable M&O cost.

Finally, for the long term total cost analysis Eq. (27) is
written as

C20 ¼ ICo ð1�gÞþmx
x20�1

x�1
þrbðx

7þx14Þþrex10

� �
ð30Þ

with the fixed M&O cost now extending to twenty years of
operation, and the variable M&O cost including also replacement
cost of the battery bank for the second time as well as replace-
ment cost of the system electronic components.
5. Optimum configuration determination on the basis of
minimum cost

Following, the developed methodology is applied to four repre-
sentative areas of the Greek region (four Aegean island areas)
presenting very high, high, medium and medium-low wind poten-
tial respectively, Fig. 1, with the daily averaged wind speed time
series for an entire year obtained from Fig. 5. Bear also in mind that
all these areas are situated in the central Aegean Sea (on the
eastern part of the Greek mainland), thus possessing solar potential
of type B/C according to Fig. 1, with the respective hourly solar
radiation time evolution for an entire year presented in Fig. 6.

More specifically, for the application of the wind–PV system
the areas currently examined include the following:
�

 for 

f Y
83 1

for
a very high wind potential area (Andros island, mean wind
speed approaching 10 m/s, maximum calm spell period of the
island less than 48 h),
Several GREEK ISLANDS

ear
36535233932631330028727426124823522296 209

Andros Island
Naxos Island
Kitnos Island
Kea Island

the island cases investigated.



Averaged Hourly Solar Radiation Measurements for the
Area of the Central Aegean Archipelagos in Greece
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Fig. 6. Annual solar radiation profile for the central Aegean Sea area.

Comparison of Energy Autonomous Curves for
Wind-Only Configurations 
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Fig. 7. Energy autonomy curves of wind-only configurations for the islands investigated.
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�
 a high wind potential area (Naxos island, mean wind speed
approaching 7.5 m/s, maximum calm spell period of the island
less than 96 h),

�
 a medium wind potential area (Kithnos island, mean wind

speed 6.8 m/s, maximum calm spell period of the island
approximately 168 h) and

�
 a medium-low wind potential area (Kea island, mean wind

speed 5.5 m/s, maximum calm spell period of the island less
than 196 h).

Considering the above, the first area where the proposed
combined wind–solar solution is applied is the island of Andros.
Andros is a small medium-sized island (the second biggest one) of
the Cyclades complex (population 12,000 habitants, area of
384 km2), located in the middle of the Aegean Sea.

Next, the second case examined concerns a stand-alone
system situated in Naxos island, with Naxos being also a small
medium-sized island (18,200 habitants, area of 390 km2) of
central Aegean Sea, belonging also to Cyclades complex (the
biggest one) and presenting similar topography with Andros.
The third region examined is the island of Kithnos, possessing
a wind potential of much lower quality than the one of Naxos.
Kithnos is also a small island (1700 habitants, area of 94 km2) of
the Aegean Sea, located approximately 60 km southeast of
Athens, while it should be noted that due to the insufficient
infrastructure encountered on the island (e.g. road network) there
are many isolated consumers who have no access to the local
electrical grid.

The last area where the proposed combined wind–solar solu-
tion is applied is the island of Kea. Kea is a small island (2300
habitants, area 103 km2) close to Athens (Fig. 1), with a relatively
low wind potential, since the annual mean wind speed is margin-
ally appropriate to feed contemporary wind turbines for electri-
city production, see also Fig. 5.

The results of the ‘‘WT–PV II’’ algorithm application for these
four areas are summarized in Figs. 7–10, where one may find the
distribution of (Qmax–No) for four representative cases, i.e. for PV
power equal to zero (i.e. the wind-only solution), for PV power
equal to 1020 W (z¼20 panels of Nþ¼51 Wp each), for PV power
equal to 2550 W (z¼50 panels of Nþ¼51 Wp each) and for PV
power equal to 5100 W (z¼100 panels of Nþ¼51 Wp each).
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Comparison of Energy Autonomous Curves for
Wind-PV Hybrid Configurations (NPV=2550W) 
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According to the results obtained, there is a remarkable
battery capacity reduction as the PV panels’ number is increased,
while the corresponding wind turbine rated power is also
reduced. The decrease encountered is more obvious for low wind
potential areas (i.e. Kea and Kithnos) rather than for high wind
potential ones (i.e. Andros and Naxos), while the battery size
reduction is much sharper in case of low PV power (i.e. from z¼0
to 50) rather than in cases of a high number of PV panels utilized.

Moreover, although Andros presents the highest quality wind
potential among the four areas examined, variation and comple-
mentarity between the wind and the solar potential of Naxos seem
to better adjust to the electricity demand profile of the typical
remote consumer investigated, thus allowing for further reduction
of battery capacity requirements. On the other hand however,
when installed capacity of PV panels increases to 5100 W, influ-
ence of wind potential characteristics minimizes and minimum
battery capacity solutions present little difference (Fig. 10).

Subsequently, the initial cost distribution of the above pre-
sented solutions (adding also the case of 3825 W of PV power or
75 panels) is presented in Fig. 11 for the island of Kithnos,
following the analysis of Section 4.1. As one may see for this
medium wind potential area, for every number of PV panels
investigated there is a minimum initial cost point, while as the
number of panels increases the wind turbine size is reduced.

Besides, on the same figure, one may also obtain the results
concerning the wind-only solution. In this context, it is important
to mention that the minimum wind–PV combination is realized
for 75 PV panels (or 3825 W) and 1.5 kW wind turbine rated
power, while the minimum initial cost expected is almost 22,800h
(or 37,000h if not considering State subsidization, i.e. g¼0%).

Accordingly, in Figs. 12 and 13 the 10-year and the 20-year
total operational cost of the wind–PV system located in Kithnos
island is presented, using the analysis of Section 4. On the basis of
the data provided, there is a considerable cost diminution as the
number of PV panels is increased, up to a minimum long-term
cost point, realized for z¼75 (3825 W) and No¼1.5 kW–2 kW.
What should be noted is that according to the total cost results for
both time periods examined, the optimum system configuration
cost value is less than one half of the corresponding minimum
cost of the wind-only stand-alone solution.
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Fig. 10. Energy autonomy curves of wind–PV hybrid configurations for the islands investigated (NPV¼5100 W).

Initial Investment Cost of Energy Autonomous Wind-PV
Hybrid Configurations for the Island of Kithnos (γ=40%)
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Fig. 11. Initial investment cost curves for several cases of PV panels’ number; island of Kithnos.

Ten-Year Total Cost of Energy Autonomous Wind-PV
Hybrid Configurations for the Island of Kithnos (γ=40%)
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Fig. 12. 10-year total cost curves for several cases of PV panels’ number; island of Kithnos.
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Following, the minimum initial, 10-year and 20-year cost
distributions are given as a function of the PV panels’ number
used. More specifically, in Fig. 14 concerning Andros, one may
observe that while on the basis of the minimum initial cost
criterion only 5 PV panels should be considered, this is not the
case when the medium-term or the long-term total cost is taken



Twenty-Year Total Cost of Energy Autonomous Wind-PV
Hybrid Configurations for the Island of Kithnos (γ=40%)
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Fig. 13. 20-year total cost curves for several cases of PV panels’ number; island of Kithnos.

Configurations of Minimum Cost for the Island of Andros
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Fig. 14. Comparison of optimum configurations on the basis of applying different cost evaluation criteria; island of Andros.

Configurations of Minimum Cost for the Island of Naxos
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Fig. 15. Comparison of optimum configurations on the basis of applying different cost evaluation criteria; island of Naxos.
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into account. In fact, one should use up to 70 PV panels of 51 Wp

each in order to minimize the corresponding long-term cost.
Accordingly, for the Naxos wind–PV system (Fig. 15) the

minimum initial cost solution suggests the utilization of only 25
PV panels, while the medium and long-term minimum cost
solution is realized for z¼40.

On the contrary, for the medium and the medium-low
wind potential cases (Figs. 16 and 17), the minimum initial
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Fig. 16. Comparison of optimum configurations on the basis of applying different cost evaluation criteria; island of Kithnos.

Configurations of Minimum Cost for the Island of Kea
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Fig. 17. Comparison of optimum configurations on the basis of applying different cost evaluation criteria; island of Kea.

Comparative Analysis on the basis of the 10-Year Total
Cost for Various Energy Solutions and Areas Investigated
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Fig. 18. Comparison of different stand-alone energy alternatives on the basis of the 10-year total cost criterion.
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cost solutions almost coincide with the corresponding 10-year
and 20-year solutions, as far as the number of PV panels is
concerned.
Overall, based on the variation of the local wind potential
currently investigated what may be concluded is that the lower is
the quality of the local wind potential, the greater is the reduction



Comparative Analysis on the basis of the 20-Year Total
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Fig. 19. Comparison of different stand-alone energy alternatives on the basis of the 20-year total cost criterion.
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of cost between the zero panels’ solution and the respective
optimum currently predicted (see for example Figs. 14 and 17).
On top of that, as it derives from the results obtained, although
incorporation of PV panels in similar systems may be character-
ized as a rather expensive improvement is in fact financially
beneficial if the money saved by the replaced battery capacity
counterbalances or exceeds the ex-works price of the introduced
panels under a constant wind turbine rated power value (Kaldellis
et al., 2006b). In this case the entire system total cost is reduced,
since it should not be disregarded that the battery bank must be
replaced every 5–7 years, while the PV generator has a life span of
more than twenty years.

Accordingly, in the last two figures presented (Figs. 18 and 19),
an attempt is made to compare the 10-year and 20-year cost
distributions versus the number of PV panels used for all four
representative cases investigated. In addition, in order to obtain
an integrated picture of the estimated cost of all available energy
solutions, both the diesel-only and the wind-only, as well as the
corresponding PV-only distributions of minimum cost values are
also included. According to the results presented in Fig. 18, the
diesel-only solution (cost information may be obtained from
Kaldellis et al. (2006a)) is more expensive than all optimum
wind–PV systems considered, while on top of that similar is the
conclusion for both the wind-only and the PV-only solutions.

Furthermore, in terms of long-term cost evaluation (Fig. 19)
there is a definite cost advantage of almost all the wind–PV
systems in comparison with the diesel-only, the wind-only and
the PV-only solutions, while it should be noted that the cost
reduction to be expected ranges between 15,000h and 25,000h,
depending on the available wind potential of the area each time
investigated.
6. Conclusions

Recapitulating, based on the proposed integrated methodol-
ogy, concerning wind–PV based hybrid systems, several (No, z,
Qmax) combinations that guarantee the system energy autonomy
for the period investigated are produced, while accordingly, by
applying the developed cost evaluation model one has the ability
to estimate the minimum (optimum) cost solution. According to
the cost results obtained, it is important to underline that the
proposed optimum configurations offer significant total cost
reduction in comparison with the rest of stand-alone solutions
available, these including diesel-electrical generator sets as well
as wind-only and PV-only configurations.

Besides, special emphasis should be given on the fact that
through the exploitation of an appreciable solar potential and the
application of the proposed hybrid solution, oversizing of a wind-
only system expected in case of a low wind potential is avoided. In
this context, although exploitation of the solar potential implies at
the same time employment of the more expensive PV technology,
downsizing of the battery component seems to counterbalance the
situation and offer the opportunity for even lower long-term costs.
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